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explained motzi matzah.
This Pesach we should all be privileged to re-experience the
yetziah with the proper mindset so that every mitzvah we fulfill
will become a “hiddur mitzvah.” We should also be
privileged to “motzi” our personal “matzos”—the talents
PESACH– פסח
and skills that define us—and use them for our
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contribution of good to the world and for the service of
Issue 3
Hashem.

Rashi and his talmid, Rabbeinu Shmuel, make an
interesting comment in a famous mishnah in
Pesachim 100a, regarding the mitzvah of eating
matzah on Pesach. They explain that the best way to
perform the mitzvah of eating matzah is to abstain from
eating it (at least 30 days according to majority of poskim) in
advance of Pesach. They identify this restriction as a “hiddur
mitzvah,” or a way to beautify the mitzvah.
In addition to Rashi’s enhancement of this mitzvah, he
includes the mitzvah of matzah in his list of simanim—or better
known as the “table of contents” of our haggadah. For generations,
these fifteen simanim have enabled families to organize and recall
the subsections of the Pesach Seder with ease. The famous
kabbalist, R’ Moshe Alshich, believed that Rashi’s list had a much
more profound and significant message than at first glance. He
proves that each siman hints to vital life lessons or mitzvos
involving acts of loving-kindness.
R’ Alshich mentions a very powerful thought regarding the
“motzi” and “matzah” subsections of our seder. The translation for
“motzi” in English means to “bring” or “let out.” R’ Alshich
teaches that “motzi” is a reminder for us to “let out” the good that
lies within each of us. Noting that “matzah” symbolizes the Yetzer
Hatov, R’ Alshich calls upon us to release our inner good—but
how?
There is a fascinating explanation involving the letters in the
words chametz and matzah that provide an answer to this tough
question. These two words share the letters “mem” and “tzadi”;
only the letters “hei” and “ches” distinguish them. There is a
version of Hebrew spelling called Atbash, which replaces each
letter with the mirror letter from the other end of the alphabet (i.e
an “aleph” would be replaced with a “sav,” a “beis” with a “shin,”
and so forth). The Atbash for “mem” and “tzadi” is equivalent to
“yud” and “hei,” spelling one of Hashem’s names. Thus, chametz
would have a “ches” with Hashem’s name and matzah would have
a “hei” with Hashem’s name. “Hei” and “ches” are similar letters
in that they both have an opening at the bottom, representing
man’s ability to make mistakes and potentially fall down.
However, the “hei” left in matzah also has a small opening at the
top that the “ches” in chametz does not.
If we essentially look for the opening in whatever situation
we encounter, and stop ourselves from focusing on what belittles
and degrades us, then we will be able to acknowledge that Hashem
is providing a platform for growth. Hashem has bestowed upon
each and every one of us many talents and abilities. It is up to us to
utilize them for the right purposes and proper occasions. Perhaps,
when we feel like we are stuck, we should look inwards—find out
what makes each one of us unique—and use that to guide us to
that opening. This is exactly what R’ Alshich meant when he

What's Up With #4?
by Allie Keiser (Kushner ‘19)

Throughout the many customary rituals of the Pesach Seder
emerges a glaring pattern: the repetition of the number four. We
drink four cups of wine, ask four questions, and talk about four
sons. What is so special about four, anyway? It is said that nothing
is written in the Torah without reason; not one phrase, letter, or
syllable. The number four must be significant, but why?
The Chachamim who organized the Pesach haggadah
instituted the drinking of four cups of wine over the course of the
Seder, each one accompanied by its own brachah. The first cup acts
as Kiddush, the second is said with the story of Yetzias Mitzrayim,
the third is said as thanks for the meal to come, and the last is part
of an introduction to Hallel, a collection of praise for Hashem.
There are many theories for the implication of the drinking of
specifically four cups of wine. The first explores the possibility of
textual reasoning. Throughout the story of Yetzias Mitzrayim,
Hashem uses four expressions of redemption: "I will take you out,"
"I will save you," "I will redeem you," "I will take you as a nation".
It is almost as though our Rebbeim intended each cup of wine as a
toast to one of these freeing statements. Each cup of wine represents
an expression of the joy that was felt when Hashem finally freed us
from the torturous hands of the Egyptians. The greatness of this
miracle cannot be understated, and the drinking of four cups of
wine wholeheartedly displays our gratitude and delight for our
salvation.
Another approach to analyze is that the number four
symbolizes the four stages of the redemption of the Jewish nation:
the first was the end of the harsh labor, which came about through
the Makkos. Their servitude to Pharaoh ended when they left
Egypt. However, they were still in fear of being recaptured and
taken back to Egypt. That fear subsided with Krias Yam Suf.
Lastly, once the Jews got the Torah at Har Sinai, they reached the
ultimate stage of the Redemption. Now they were purely free. The
nation was not fully liberated until the conclusion of these four
stages, and did not truly come together as a nation until the very
end. Four signifies the arrival of true freedom and redemption.
From either perspective, textual or historical, the number four
is a powerful component in the description of the Jews’ journey to
redemption. Four signifies Israel becoming full and complete; a
truly powerful nation.
However, the cups of wine are not the only instance where the
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number four appears. During the Mah Nishtanah, we ask four
questions asking about the difference between the Seder night
and any ordinary night. According to the Abarbanel, these
questions are meant to “set the tone for the evening,” as well
as clarify the inherent contradiction that is created by the
demonstration of bitter slavery from the matzah and maror,
and the sweet, liberating act of reclining. The Mah Nishtanah
explains that while we are indeed celebrating our redemption,
we are also memorializing the torture which our ancestors
endured. The significance of the Mah Nishtanah is
unquestionable, however, the fact that there are again four of
them is intriguing.
These four questions perfectly define the Seder night.
They are a flawless collection of all the things needed to be
said to set the proper tone for the Pesach Seder. They
distinguish four activities that are unique to this evening, all
from different categories. Much like the implication of the
four cups of wine, the questions that are complete and full.
They are a perfect summation of the reasons for which we
both rejoice and mourn on Pesach; the set is balanced and
leaves no room for doubt. Four is precisely the correct
number of questions necessary to provide us with the proper
tools to discover the answers.
After wine and questions, come the four sons. The boys
represent all points of the intellectual spectrum. Those who
are highly motivated, minimally motivated, and those who
need more than motivation to bring them to a level of
understanding. There are also those who are intelligent, but
simply just aren’t interested. The Torah has a response for
them as well. The needs of each of these children are
demonstrated through instructions told to a father on the
manner in which he should educate these children on the
emancipation from Egypt, each in a different way to fit his
needs. The four sons and their varying levels of motivation
and intelligence cover every possible type of child. Much like
the questions, they are a complete set, satisfying all possible
scenarios. We see here again the number four symbolizing
completion, a whole.
Over the duration of the Pesach Seder, the number four
comes to symbolize completion. Whether it is the four cups of
wine, the four questions of the Mah Nishtanah, or the
different personalities of the four sons, the number four has a
powerful implication of wholeness and fulfillment. It was
through the number four that Bnei Yisrael achieved complete,
limitless freedom from the menacing hands of the Egyptians.
It was the number four that transformed Bnei Yisrael, into
Am Yisrael: a whole, complete, unified nation.
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The Four Sons: Who Are We?
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by David Tanner (MTA ‘18)

As we sit down to the Seder, we are keenly aware of its
contents. We know that much of the Seder consists of reading
the haggadah—a master compilation of halacha, hashkafa,
and everything in between—but we must task ourselves with
identifying the target audience for each piece of this brilliant
haggadah.
While we all should try to equally participate in the
Seder, the haggadah characterizes the participants of the
Seder with a parable of four sons: the Chacham, the Rasha,
the Tam, and the She’eino Yodei’a Lish’ol. The basic level

translation of these four terms would probably be the “Wise,
wicked, simple, and unable to ask”. But as we will see, it isn’t
that easy.
We start with the Chacham. He wants knowledge, so teach
him. Teach everything, from the very beginnings of our people to
the very last detail in the observance of the Korban Pesach. If he
is not wise, he wishes to be. If he is not knowledgeable, he wants
his role models to teach him.
Then comes the Rasha. He scoffs. He makes fun. He mocks.
The response the haggadah gives is quite harsh, but at least he
came. At least he felt the most tenuous connection to his people
and his religion and is not the “fifth son,” the one who didn’t
show up.
Next is the Tam. We think of him as the simpleton, but his
question is so open-ended: “What is this?” Is he worse than the
Chacham? Yaakov Avinu is described as an “Ish tam” (Bereishis
25:27), and the famous ba’al tosafos Rabbeinu Tam is called that
because his first name was “Yaakov”. In the Chasidic tradition,
being a Tam is better than being a Chacham. Being a Tam means
one has emunah peshutah, faith in Hakadosh Baruch Hu.
The She’eino Yodei’a Lish’ol is not the most
knowledgeable son. He may be the youngest, and he may also be
smarter than the Tam. But the haggadah tells us, “at p’sach lo”;
the role model must find him, and not only start the conversation,
but continue the conversation. The father or mother or Rebbi
must open his heart and uncover what lies within.
What do we respond to the Four Sons? The haggadah tells
us, but again it isn’t that simple. In the haggadah, we mostly ask
questions. Rav Hershel Reichman, shlit”a, a Rosh Yeshiva at YU,
suggests that each of the four sons has his own section of
Maggid, and of the haggadah.
The haggadah was written for the Chacham. He will learn
the haggadah before Pesach, and he will learn it be’iyun. He will
have questions, but will also have many answers. We need not
worry about the Chacham.
The Rasha needs to learn two words. They appear in
“Avadim hayinu le’paroh bemitzrayim, vayotzi’einu.” The words
are “Hashem Elokeinu.” The Rasha needs to be taught that the
entire Exodus—all of Yetzias Mitzrayim—was from Hashem
alone. Would we be here today if there was a revolt by the Jews
leading to their escape from Egypt? Even if there was, we would
have no identity. We would not be a goy kadosh. We would be
subjugated, even if not in iron chains, to the mentality of our
oppressors.
The Tam may be termed a tzaddik, as he sees the haggadah,
and he asks. He knows G-d took us out of Egypt and is the one
asking the Mah Nishtanah, because he seriously and sincerely
wants to know the answer.
After examining these sons, we must as ourselves an
important follow-up question: Which one of the sons are we? We
are none of the above. We are the She’eino Yodei’a Lish’ol. The
part of the haggadah that corresponds to us is “Ha lachma anya”.
Whether we sing it or state it, it is not a question. Unlike the Four
Questions, and unlike the question-and-answer which much of
the haggadah takes place in, “Ha lachma anya” is a statement. In
this generation, we may need to be approached. We need to talk
with our role models. We need to understand that we will never
have all of the answers—but as Rav Soloveitchik is quoted as
saying, “You don’t die from an unanswered question.” Our
question does not exist, because we must learn that however
many questions we may have, the first step to learn is how to ask.
Page 2

How Is This Different...
How Is This The Same?
by Shlomo Luchins (JECHS ‘19)
from Rabbi Marcus Lehmen

At the beginning of the recitation of the haggadah on the
Seder night, four questions are asked about how different this
night is from all other nights. They are matzah, maror, dipping,
and leaning. Many ask why are these four questions, of
everything that sets this night apart, singled out?
The Kli Yakar gives a homiletical reason. Night is often
used to represent exile. How is this exile in which we find
ourselves different than the Babylonian exile, which lasted 70
years, and the Egyptian exile, which lasted 210? Why has this
gone on so long? It is because of matzah (relating to the
Hebrew word nitzim, meaning fighting). While Bnei Yisrael
were not completely united in Egypt, Moshe had to intervene in
a fight between two Hebrews. In the Babylonian exile, only
most of the Jews liked Mordechai, but there were exceptions.
This exile has had no lack of conflict, with Samaritans,
Sadducees, Karaites, Minim, Sabbateans, Reform, etc. While
there was no lack of good people, the plethora of sects caused
distress and confusion to the scattered seed of Yaakov,
especially when there were disputes about minor details and
not major factors.
Another factor lengthening the Galus is greed. In Egypt,
Hashem had to beg Moshe to tell the Jews to request money
and possessions from the Egyptians (Shemos 11:2). During
Purim, during the Babylonian exile, the Megillah testifies that
the Jews didn’t touch any of the spoils from their enemies
(Esther 9:10, 15, 16). Greed embitters lives, robs people of
sleep, destroys their pleasures, and brings thousands of
difficulties and dangers. It blurs the line between what is right
and wrong, and confuses the senses towards the downward
path of dishonesty. No one arouses more hatred and enmity
than a greedy person. Tonight, all we have is bitterness,
symbolized by the maror.
A third factor is sensuality. In Egypt, men and women
kept to a pure life-style; only one woman had an illegitimate
child (Vayikra 24:10). In Daniel, it teaches about the Jewish
youths exiled to Babylon who wouldn’t eat of the non-kosher
food of the king, instead eating just simple food like seeds. In
the current exile, even children are educated towards
sensuality, going to circuses, watching television. What will
happen when they grow up? They will look for more
stimulants, like the glutton looking for more and more
condiments for his food. Tonight we dip twice, signifying our
unhealthy desire to “double-dip,” or take more than we need, in
the area of gashmiyus.
The fourth is laziness. The strict laws of Judaism are too
restrictive; it’s easier to just shrug it off. It is so hard to have
Shabbos and Yom Tov interrupt the work schedule. It is so
inconvenient having to find kosher restaurants when you travel.
This leads to a false pride that somebody knows more than G -d.
Tonight we all recline comfortably, showing how in our current
galus, we try taking the easy way out. Many times we find Jews
succumbing to the “more convenient” route than the right path.
However, this is still like the other exiles. The Dubno
Maggid tells a story of a man who was extremely poor and had

only bread and water to eat. Eventually, he became a successful
businessman, opening a great warehouse. Every meal was full of
delicious, rich dishes; so as not to forget his former misery,
though, at the end of each meal he would eat a stale piece of
bread dipped in water. Alas, bad business deals left him as poor
as he was before. That is, except for money that various people
owed him. Until they paid, though, he was forced to live a poor
man once more.
One night, he was invited to a rich man for supper, with
many rich, delicious dishes. At the end of the meal, the poor
requested a piece of bread and some water, explaining his
custom.
“You fool!” his host said, “don’t you realize that you are
just as bad off now as you were then, what’s to remember?”
“No,” said the poor man, “that was real poverty. Right now
I’m just waiting for the collection of loans, and then I will be rich
again.”
We were poor and oppressed in Egypt. Hashem raised us up
and gave us the greatest spiritual and material treasures, and then
we were exiled again. We may have lost the material possession
of the land, but we still have the Torah, the receipt that means
that Hashem will redeem us once again.

The Goal of Yetziat Mitzrayim
by Hadassah Yanofsky (Shulamith ‘18)

The first time that Hashem addressed the Jews as a nation
was on Har Sinai. There, Hashem said, “I am Hashem, your God,
Who took you out of Egypt (Shemot 20:2).”
Why does Hashem introduce Himself in this way? One
would expect that in introducing Himself, God would present His
greatest accomplishment, namely, creating the world. So why
does Hashem choose to start the basis of the mitzvot with Yeziat
Mitzrayim?
The Chassidic masters provide two answers. The first
answer is that Hashem wanted to highlight His ability to do
miracles. He is capable of working above nature and even
changing the natural order to perform extraordinary miracles on
behalf of his beloved people, which God did during the exodus.
The second answer is that Hashem wanted to show Bnei Yisrael
that He really cares for them. During Yeziat Mizraim, God
personally saved us, guarding and guiding us the whole way
through. In furtherance of this point, Hashem says that He is
“Hashem, your God,” using the singular form of “your,” to send
the message that not only does Hashem look after us as a nation,
but He does so on a personal level as well.
The main purpose of Pesach is to talk about Hashem
miraculously saving us from Egypt. During Maggid, we learn
how we are meant to talk to each type of person about Yetziat
Mitzrayim, as characterized by the four sons.
The four types of sons are the wise one, the wicked one, the
simpleton, and the one who can’t ask questions. Rabbi
Menachem Mendel Schneerson says that there is also a fifth son:
one who is totally assimilated to the point that he doesn't even
know about Pesach. With each son we repeat the story of Pesach
in a way that makes sense to them, so for the wise son that means
including the laws of Pesach in the story, while for the simpleton
this means leaving out the laws and just sticking to the story. The
notable exception of the sons is the wicked son. Unlike the other
sons, we don’t just patiently explain to him the story of our
survival. Instead, we punch him! Why would we do this? Is he
Page 3
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really evil?
The reason that the haggadah gives for this son being
categorized as wicked, is that he separated himself from the rest
of the Jews, by saying, “What is this service to you?” Through
this statement, he doesn’t include himself in the mitzvot of
Pesach. But doesn’t the wise son do the same thing? The wise
son says, “What are the testimonies, the statutes, and the laws
which the Lord, our God, has commanded you?” It seems in this
quote that the wise son also doesn’t believe that he is required to
follow the halachot of Pesach. So why is one considered wise
while the other is wicked?
The key difference between them is that the wise son
believes in God, as evidenced by him calling Hashem “our
God”. In contrast, the wicked son doesn’t mention God at all.
On the same note, the wise son seems to be asking his question
in order to learn, while the wicked son seems to be asking for
the purpose of demonizing the laws, as implied by his negative
tone.
It says in Pirkei Avot (4:1),“Who is wise? One who learns
from everybody.” In the haggadah, we learn that the wise son is
smart because he believes in God and is curious to find out how
to keep more of the mitzvot.
The purpose of Pesach is not just to mindlessly repeat the
story of Yeziat Mizraim that we hear every year. The goal of
Pesach is to relate the story of Pesach to everybody, and to meet
them at the level they are at now. We talk not only to the wise,
but also to the wicked and the assimilated. At the end of the
Seder, we are supposed to come to see Hashem as our God; a
God that watches over us and protects us as a nation and as
individuals.
*Used some explanations from Yosef Marcus in his article,
“The Four Children Explained.”

Mechirat Chametz and the
Letter and Spirit of the Law
by Tali Schlacht (Shalhevet ‘18)

Every year before Pesach rolls around, we start seeing
announcements from our Shul Rabbis to sell chametz. Many of
us merely lock our pantries filled with bread, cookies, and
cereal, and somehow it is “sold” to a non-Jew. We usually never
meet the buyer, and the buyer may not even have access to the
home! A part of me always felt like this is a fake, false
transaction. Where does the concept of selling our chametz
come from, and how does it work?
In Sefer Shemot, there are two pesukim which prohibit
owning and seeing chametz on Pesach: “V elo yeira’eh lecha
chametz, and you shall not see chametz (Shemot 13:7),” and
“Bayom harishon tashbitu s’or mi’bateichem, on the first day
you shall remove chametz from your houses (Shemot 12:14).”
In order to avoid violating these prohibitions, we go through the
process of mechirat chametz, selling the chametz.
The idea of mechirat chametz technically works within the
parameters of Halacha, yet seems to merely act as a loophole.
The idea of a legal fiction is not foreign in the Halachic world:
The Rambam writes in his commentary on the Mishnah
(Temurah 5:1) that a permitted circumvention or legal fiction is
called “ha’aramah,” while one that is forbidden is called
“mirma,” or trickery. Yet, while technically mechirat chametz
fits within the boundaries of the letter of the law, it doesn’t seem

to fit with the “spirit” of the law that we should get rid of all of
our chametz on Pesach.
Rav Chaim of Volozhin explains in his sefer, Nefesh
Hachaim, that the Avot observed the mitzvot because of their
inherent value, not because they were commanded to do them, as
they lived before the giving of the Torah. After Kabbalat
Hatorah, we added an element of tzivui, of being commanded, to
do each mitzvah. Every mitzvah has an aspect of tzivui and an
inherent ta’am, or reasoning, behind it. Some mitzvot have a
reasoning that makes sense on top of the fact that they are
commanded, but some have a gap between their reasoning and
the way we practically fulfill them. There are many such
examples throughout Halacha. For example, a Shabbos elevator
technically works Halachically by turning off weight sensors, not
requiring passengers to press buttons. An individual who is
wheelchair bound would truly sacrifice their Oneg Shabbat
without the “loophole” of a Shabbos elevator.
Ha’aramah is defined by Rav Moshe Lichtenstein as a
“halachic mechanism intended to circumvent the formal aspect of
the prohibition.” In a situation where the “letter of the Law”
deviates from the “spirit of the Law,” ha’aramah is a method of
fixing the issue of violating the specifics of a halacha, although it
may not align with the spirit of the Halacha, as is the case with a
Shabbos elevator and mechirat chametz.
Ha’aramot are not used in Halacha as the ideal situation,
but we use this Halachic mechanism in some cases to fix the
Halachic requirements. There are many examples of ha’aramot
within Halacha, such as pruzbol (which allow shemitta loans),
Eiruv, and pidyon haben. Mechirat chametz is another example of
a case where the letter of the law does not align with the meaning
behind it. This begs the question: why does mechirat chametz
work?
Chazal were familiar with the idea of selling chametz to a
non-Jew. The Mishnah in Pesachim (21a) teaches that if one is
left with chametz before Pesach has started (and the issur starts),
he can feed it to animals, sell it to a non-Jew, and is allowed to
get benefit from it. This seems to be what we do today. The
Gemara in Pesachim (31a) tells the story of a man who was left
with a lot of chametz before Pesach and R’ Yehuda Hanasi told
him to sell it in the marketplace. If one has too much chametz, it
would not be financially feasible to force him to get rid of it all.
The Torah doesn't intend to ruin our livelihoods by making us
throw out all the chametz that we paid for, and thus the Spirit, by
following the Letter.
Practically speaking, some will only rely on this
circumvention when necessary. Some won’t sell chametz gamur,
full chametz, such as a loaf of bread. Others use mechirat
chametz as a backup for any chametz they might have forgotten
about. In order to make the transaction as legal as possible, we
use a shtar, we do a kinyan chalipin, and we might include
property with the sale, since selling property doesn’t require
hagba'ah, which the chametz won’t get.
While mechirat chametz may at first glimpse seem like
bogus, it satisfies the letter of the Law, if not the “spirit.”
Technically it works within the limits of Halacha, and we can
rely on this process so that we don’t lose money or waste our
Cheerios. Many communities have made mechirat chametz part
of their preparation for yontif, and perhaps we have made it part
of the spirit of yontif. May we all strive to find meaning in all the
detailed halachot of Pesach and realize the spirit behind the law
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as well.

Bechirah Chofshit: The Bridge
Between Purim and Pesach
by Avigail Schiff (Bruriah ‘19)

In the 5th perek of Rambam’s Hilchot Teshuvah there is a
fundamental tenet of how Hashem conducts the world: that of
bechirah chofshit, freedom of choice. Through this freedom of
choice, human beings are rewarded for their good deeds and
punished for their sins. Nothing is predetermined and it's all an
individual’s choice whether to follow the path of good or the
path of evil.
The Gemara in Shabbat (88a) describes the scene
surrounding Matan Torah. Explains the Gemara, “Kafa aleihem
et hahar kegigis,” Hashem lifted Har Sinai above the heads of
the people and proclaimed, “Accept my Torah because if you
don’t this will be your burial place.” The Gemara then asks, “If
this is so, the Jewish people’s obligation to fulfill the Torah was
only fulfilled to under coercion. Where is the free will? If there
is no free will then the obligation is not binding.” The Gemara
responds that nevertheless, the Jewish people willingly accepted
Torah during the days of Mordechai and Esther as it says,
“Kimu vekiblu hayehudim (Esther 9:27).”
This strange Gemara highlights a number of difficulties:
What is meant by the description of Hashem raising the
mountain over the heads of Bnei Yisrael? Where is the principle
of free will which the Rambam explained as a fundamental tenet
of Hashem conducting the world? And what was unique about
the story of Purim such that voluntary and binding acceptance of
the Torah occurred?
While there are many answers offered to this question,
Rabbi Yaakov Goldvicht zt”l, the late Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivat
Kerem B'Yavneh, offers the following: The Jewish People in the
desert experienced a uniquely intimate relationship with
Hashem. They witnessed the plagues in Egypt, saw Yad Hashem
in the splitting of the sea, and enjoyed the miraculous mann on a
daily basis. In fact, their entire daily experience in the desert was
one of divine protection provided by the ananei hakavod. They
were so overwhelmed with spiritual intensity that there was
absolutely no way the Jewish people could deny the existence of
Hashem nor refuse the Torah. In effect, they were denied
freedom of choice because of this remarkable closeness to the
shechinah. This is what is meant by the mountain hanging over
their heads. It was obvious. There was no choice.
In contrast, the days of Mordechai and Esther were those
of hester panim, a perceived absence of closeness with Hashem.
When Haman issued his decree to destroy all of the Jews on the
thirteenth of Adar, the Jewish people had a choice to make in
how to respond. Their immediate response was one of teshuvah
and of accepting Hashem’s Torah, unconditionally. In contrast
to the scene at Matan Torah, this equally extreme environment
of hester panim provided the free will that was lacking at Har
Sinai.
A great difficulty exists in understanding Pharaoh’s refusal
to free the Jewish people. Starting from the sixth plague, the
Torah tells us that Hashem hardened Pharaoh’s heart. It can be
assumed here that without Hashem’s intervention, Pharaoh
himself would have surrendered and allowed the Jewish slaves
to go free. Yet, Hashem forced Pharaoh’s hand by hardening his

heart. How then could Pharaoh and the Egyptians be punished?
Where is their free choice? What are we to make of the
Rambam’s fundamental principle?
Rav Eliyahu Dessler explains the principle in Chazal that
the greater a person, the greater his or her yetzer hara. This is
necessary for if a great tzaddik is able to overcome his yetzer
hara to such a degree why should he continue to be rewarded?
In order to attain bechirah chofshit, freedom of choice, and to be
rewarded for choosing good or punished for choosing bad, the
intensity of one’s evil inclination must be balanced with their
yetzer hatov. It is for this very reason, explains Rav Dessler, that
Hashem hardened Pharaoh's heart. Pharaoh, too, witnessed
many miracles first hand in Egypt. He, too, witnessed an
incredible gilui shechinah. As a result, he, too, was so overcome
with spirituality that in order to maintain equilibrium and
operate through free will, Hashem needed to harden his heart.
Ironic as it sounds, Pharaoh’s yetzer hara needed to be enlarged
to match his newly imposed spiritual intensity.
On the Seder night, we too are provided with opportunity
to achieve great spiritual heights. We enjoy an exalted feast
surrounded by mitzvot, limud hatorah, Hallel, with the singular
focus on Hashem and deep gratitude for all that he has done for
us. Let's use our freedom of choice to enhance our commitment
to Hashem, not just on the night of the Seder but all year round.
Chag Sameach!

The Haggadah: A Guide To
Strengthening Our Faith
by Atara Neugroschl (Ma’ayanot ‘18)

When first speaking to Bnei Yisrael and revealing Himself
at Har Sinai, Hashem proclaims, “A nochi Hashem Elokecha
asher hotzeiticha mei’eretz Mitzrayim mi’beit avadim,”
describing himself as "The Lord, your God, Who took you out
of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage (Shemot
20:2).” This proclamation, being the first words spoken by
Hashem to Bnei Yisrael as a nation, reflects the nature of the
Pesach story and its role in the Jewish faith. Throughout the
Torah, Hashem is often referred to as the God who took us out
of Egypt, even generations after the Exodus. Our faith is
intrinsically linked to Yetziat Mitzrayim, when Hashem first
openly revealed himself to Bnei Yisrael. Therefore, the holiday
of Pesach, when we recount this geulah, is a time of
reconnecting to our faith and the roots of our belief. This is done
through the Pesach Seder and the recitation of the haggadah. Not
only does the haggadah serve as a history book recounting
Yetziat Mitzrayim, but through its content, structure, and
themes, it serves as a guide book on how to reconnect with
Hashem and strengthen one’s emunah.
When recounting the story of Yetziat Mitzrayim, the
haggadah mentions both the bitter aspects of slavery, as well as
the joyous details of the geulah. Not only are both included, but
Rabban Gamliel states that one does not fulfill the obligation of
the Seder if he does not recount the korban pesach, matzah, and
maror, objects symbolizing both slavery and freedom. Rather
than hiding the negative aspects of its history, Judaism discusses
them and invites debate regarding Hashem’s role in tragedy.
Promoting transparency and speaking about all aspects of
Jewish history, both the good and the bad, is a cornerstone of
Jewish faith, and essential in recognizing Hashem’s role in the
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world.
Another way in which the haggadah serves as a guide for
revitalizing Jewish faith is through its being structured around
questions. We begin recounting the story of Yetziat Mitzrayim
by having the youngest at the table recite the Mah Nishtanah, a
series of four questions noting the irregularities of the Seder.
Later, we mention four sons, who, with the exception of the
She’eino Yodei’ah Lish’ol, ask questions regarding Yetziat
Mitzrayim and the Pesach Seder. Throughout the night, we
change details of the Seder for the sole purpose of engaging the
children and prompting them to ask questions. Even if children
aren’t around, the adults must recite the Mah Nishtanah and ask
questions about Yetziat Mitzrayim. This focus on questioning
highlights an important aspect of emunah. Judaism encourages
questions, viewing them as a learning tool and a means to grow
and connect with Hashem. The Gemara highlights this idea, as it
is formatted as a discussion with an exchange of questions and
answers. Due to this emphasis on questions in Judaism, the
Pesach Seder, our guide for reconnecting with Hashem, is also
centered around questions.
Lastly, throughout Pesach and the Seder, we encourage
increased conversation about Yetziat Mitzrayim, and praise
those who spend their time discussing the geulah. In Maggid, we
mention the story of Rabbi Eliezer, Rabbi Yehoshua, Rabbi
Elazar ben Azariah, Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Tarfon, who spent
the entire night discussing Yetziat Mitzrayim until Keriat Shema
the next morning. All five men were incredible Torah scholars
who already knew the story of the geulah well, yet they are still
praised for their actions. From this story we see that regardless
of how much one knows, there is always more to gain from
increased study of Yetziat Mitzrayim. The same is true with
regards to emunah. We praise people who spend their time
trying to develop a relationship with Hashem, and regardless of
how connected one feels, there is always room to strengthen our
emunah.
Pesach is a time to reconnect to Hashem and to our faith,
and the haggadah is therefore formatted to help us. Through its
broad content, questions, and encouragement of increased
discussion, the haggadah highlights the ways with which to
approach Hashem and seek a deeper connection with Him. By
noting these themes of the haggadah, we can extend these
methods and continue to build our relationship with Hashem
throughout the year.

2 The Meaning of Pesach and Passover:
0
Jumping Back and Forth
1
8

by Ephraim Helfgot (TABC ‘20)

It is fascinating that the sacrifice commemorating the
Exodus, and its holiday, are both called “Pesach.” The word
itself means “passing over,” and is the source of the English
word Passover; however, as a description of the overall event or
significance of the Exodus, it certainly seems to be a poor
choice. The name of the holiday, one would think, should
mention freedom, or the miracles of G-d, or the start of Jewish
nationhood. Instead, Pesach refers to G-d’s refraining from
killing the Jewish firstborn. This act itself was not miraculous
but rather a limitation upon a miracle; additionally, if one was
asked to explain the Exodus in one sentence, it would be a
startling response to say, “G-d passed over the Jewish firstborn
while killing the Egyptian firstborn.” Thus, we are compelled to

ask: Why is “Pesach” the enduring name for the
commemoration?
The Torah states, with regard to tithes of livestock, that all
animals owned by an individual should be passed under a staff,
and every tenth animal should be deemed holy unto G-d: “V echol
ma’asar bakar va’tzon kol asher ya’avor tachat hashavet ha’asiri
yihiyeh kodesh la’shem, Any tithe of cattle or flock of all that pass
under the rod, the tenth shall be holy to the Lord (Vayikra
27:32).” This image of the shepherd passing the sheep under his
staff and counting them sounds familiar, as it is the way that Gd’s judgement is described in Tehillim. Furthermore, the famous
parable of Yechezkel with regard to Bnei Yisrael’s Exodus,
acceptance of the Torah, and betrayal of G-d contains the phrase,
“V a’e’evor alayich va’ereich mitboseset bedamayich va’omar
lach bedamayich chayi, va’omar lach bedamayich chayi, And I
passed by you and saw you downtrodden with your blood, and I
said to you, 'With your blood, live,' and I said to you, 'With your
blood, live.' (Yechezkel 16:6).” This introduces the other Hebrew
phrase of passing over, “la’avor,” into G-d’s refraining from
smiting the Jewish firstborn. The doubling of the final portion of
the verse is taken by Chazal to indicate the two mitzvot of blood,
the korban pesach and brit milah, that were performed by Bnei
Yisrael in the final days of their “sojourn” in Egypt.
The key difference within this comparison between the
tithing of sheep and Bnei Yisrael on the night of Makkat
Bechorot lies in the question of the fate of those not selected. In
the case of ma’asar beheimah, the other sheep are merely left
under their owner, unsanctified but not condemned; in the case of
Bnei Yisrael in Egypt, all those not specifically saved by Hashem
were killed. Ma’asar beheimah is a human’s way, within the
bounds of normal life, to acknowledge G-d’s presence; Makkat
Bechorot was G-d’s way, in a supernatural fashion, to have His
presence acknowledged.
We now must analyze the verb “pasach,” which is used to
describe Makkat Bechorot but not ma’asar beheimah. It is the
verb used by Eliyahu in his tongue-lashing of Bnei Yisrael at Har
Karmel: “Ad matai atem poschim al sh’tei hase’ifim, Until when
are you hopping between two ideas? (Melachim I 18:21)”
referring to the people’s tendency to worship ba’al as well as G-d.
Posei’ach, then, means to hover, to jump back and forth, to be
indecisive. Bnei Yisrael in Eliyahu’s time are unable to form
religious convictions; they wavered towards one god on one day,
and another on the next. For them to be able to choose G-d, they
needed proof that it was the right decision—hence Eliyahu’s
miraculous bringing down of fire from Heaven.
This background allows the root pasach to shed light on
Makkat Bechorot and the entire Exodus. Hashem hovered
indecisively over the Israelite firstborns—to kill or not to kill?
After all, Bnei Yisrael had descended to the forty-ninth gate of
impurity, only a small step away from complete wickedness
(Vayikra Rabbah 32:5). If the Bechorim were to die, so be it; but
were they to survive, they would be required to acknowledge,
even serve, the Being who had saved them. G-d had to make sure
that His choice, in effect, would pay dividends.
This is the idea behind pesukim such as, “Ki li chol bechor
beyom hakoti chol bechor be’eretz Mtzrayim hikdashti li chol
bechor be’yisrael, For all the firstborns are Mine; since the day I
smote all the firstborns in the land of Egypt, I sanctified for
Myself all the firstborns of Israel (Bamidbar 3:13).” G-d’s
sparing of all bechorei Y israel necessitated their sanctification, so
as to lower the risk of His gamble. Yet, this idea is not limited to
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the firstborn. Indeed, Makkat Bechorot is presented as a din in
the bayit (e.g. “Ki ein bayit asher ein sham meit [Shemot
12:30],” “A sher pasach al batei Bnei Y israel be’mitzrayim
[Shemot 12:27].”). Even if the application of the potential
makkah was only towards the Bechorim, it affected all of Bnei
Yisrael; indeed, when the opportunity for priesthood was
confiscated from the firstborn and given to the Levi’im, it was
as punishment for the sin of the Eigel Hazahav (see Rashi to
Bamidbar 3:12), which was committed by all of Bnei Yisrael
except the Levi’im.
Taking all of this into account, we can now suggest a new
approach to the meaning of Pesach. Rather than just
commemorating an event that took place millennia ago, we are
proving to G-d—with every Mitzvah, every service, every
retelling of the story—that His eventual decision to save the
Jewish people was a risk well worth taking. Chag Hapesach,
then, shows that Hashem took a chance on us; therefore, we are
commanded to serve Him, to validate His gamble. “Ba’avur zeh
asah Hashem li betzeiti mi’mitzrayim (Shemos 13:8),” the pasuk
states; G-d took us out of Egypt because of our eventual
commitment to the mitzvot. Let us not disappoint Him.

Seeing Double: Similar Narratives of
Destruction and Rebirth in Tanach
by Estee Brooks (DAT ‘18)

When reading through many stories in Tanach, one can
feel a sense of deja vu. Dr. Yael Zeigler points out that in many
biblical narratives there is a specific pattern followed. It starts
with people becoming corrupt and unjust, which leads Hashem
to bring large-scale destruction to eliminate the corrupted
people. Then, Hashem restarts the world to try and create a
better place. We see numerous examples of this pattern
throughout the Chumash, as well as in the Nevi'im, spanning
millennia from the time of the Mabul all the way to Achrit
Hayamim.
In these narratives, textual connections allow us to link
multiple stories together. When Hashem decides to erase
humanity at the time of the Mabul, He punishes man and animal
alike, as stated in Bereishit 6:7, “Emche et ha’adam asher barati
mei’al p’nei ha’adama mei’adam ad beheimah ad remes v’ad of
hashamayim ki nichamti ki asitim, I will destroy man, whom I
created, from the face of the earth, from man to animal to
creeping creature and to the birds of the heavens, because I
regret that I made them.” In Yechezkel 38:20, the Navi
prophecies utter destruction for Gog U’magog in the same
manner, proclaiming, “V i’ro’ashu mipanai d’gai hayam v’of
hashamayim v’chayat hasadeh v’chol ha’remes ha’romeis al
ho’adomoh v’chol ha’adam asher al pnei ho’adomoh, And the
fish of the sea and the birds of the heavens and the beasts of the
fields and all the creeping creatures that creep on the earth and
all the people that are on the earth shall shake at My presence.”
Similarly, in Hoshea 4:3, the Jews are also threatened with
destruction, with the words, “V e’umlal kol yosheiv bah b’chayat
hasadeh uv’of hashamayim v’gam d’gei hayam yei’aseifu, And
all that dwell there will be cut off with the beasts of the field and
the birds of the heavens, and also the fish of the sea will be
taken away.” Lastly, in Tzefaniah 1:3 the same language is
utilized: “A saif adam ub’heimah aseif of hashamayim ud’gei
hayam… mei’al p’nei ho’adomoh, I will destroy man and beast,

destroy the birds in the heaven and the fish of the sea...from the
face of the earth.”
The next similarity can be found in the way Hashem will
go about bringing the destruction. Yechezkel warns of
devastation by plague, death, flood, hail, fire, and brimstone, as
it says in 38:22, “V ’nishpatiti ito b’dever uv’dam v’geshem
shoteif v’avnei elgavish eish v’gafrit amtir alav v’al agapov v’al
amim rabim asher ito, And I will judge against him with
pestilence and with blood and rain bringing floods, and great
hailstones, fire, and brimstone I will rain down on him and on
his hordes and on the many people that are with him.” This
pasuk recalls imagery similar to that of the flooding in Noach’s
time, and the fire and brimstone Hashem brings down on Sodom
and Amorah, as it says in Bereishit 19:24, “V a’shem himtir al
Sedom v’al Amorah gafrit va’eish mei’eit Hashem min
hashamayim, And Hashem caused rain to fall on Sodom and
Amorah, brimstone and fire from Hashem from heaven.”
The narrative of Yetziat Mitzrayim is yet another prime
example of the destruction-rebirth narrative. The plotline of the
story is well known. Pharaoh is the epitome of a morally corrupt
leader. He enslaves Bnei Yisrael and commands his citizens to
kill their baby boys. Fittingly, Mitzrayim is then brought down
through a series of horrific plagues and its soldiers perish at the
Yam Suf. Hashem brings Bnei Yisrael out of physical slavery
and gives them the Torah, to task them with the mission of
creating a better and more moral world than the one created by
Pharaoh.
Upon closer examination, the similarities between Yetziat
Mitzrayim and the Mabul are even more striking. The first
textual similarity can be found at the beginning of the Jews’
settling in Egypt. In Shemot 1:7, they are described as “...Paru
vayishretzu vayirbu vaya’atzmu...” or “ Fruitful and swarmed
and increased and became strong.” This phraseology brings to
mind the blessing Hashem gives to Noach and his children in
Bereishit 9:7, as it says, “V ’atem p’ru ur’vu shirtzu va’aretz
ur’vu vah, And you, be fruitful and multiply, swarm upon the
earth and multiply on it.” Another parallel is when Yocheved
can no longer hide baby Moshe and she creates a basket. The
pasuk “ Vatikach lo teivat gomeh… She took for him a reed
basket... (Shemot 2:3)” immediately reminds us of the way
Hashem commanded Noach to make an ark, with the words
“A sei l’cha… teivat atzei gofer, Make for yourself an ark of
gopher wood (Bereishit 6:14).”
Further on in Moshe’s career, when Moshe and Aharon
request to let the Jews serve Hashem, Pharaoh instead increases
burden of labor on the Jews. The Jews then become angered at
Moshe and Aharon. There, Hashem reassures Moshe by stating
that he will lead the Jews out of servitude. Hashem says in
Shemot 6:4 “V ’gam hakimoti et briti itam, And also, I
established My covenant with them.” This is very similar to the
phrasing of Hashem’s promise to Noach that he will survive the
flood, as we see in Bereishit 6:18, “V ahakimoti et briti itach,
And I will set up my Covenant with you.” Once the plagues
began, they affected everything in Mitzrayim, including people,
animals, land and sky. Specifically, Barad and Makkat Bechorot
are described as reaching everyone “Mei’adam v’ad beheimah,
from man to animal,” which is the same language used in Noach
and many other narratives, as seen above. Lastly, when Hashem
notifies Moshe about the impending Makkat Bechorot, Hashem
warns that the Mitzrim will rush Bnei Yisrael out, saying “Tzei
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atah v’kol ha’am asher b’raglecha, Go out, you and the whole
nation that are at your feet (Shemot 11:8).” In the same way,
Hashem commands Noach to leave the ark once the rain has
ceased, as it states in Bereshit 8:16, “Tzei min hateivah atah
v’ishtecha uvanecha un’shei vanecha itach, Go out from the ark,
you and your wife and your sons and your sons’ wives with
you.” Clearly, Hashem intentionally chose similar language to
describe these instances so that we could easily connect them to
one another.
When a generation is reborn by way of teshuvah, there is
not a guarantee that the next generation will maintain the same
level of kedushah as their forefathers. In each generation, every
person must try to follow in Hashem’s ways by being just, kind,
and truthful to make the world a moral place. May we merit to
be a generation that doesn’t need to be destroyed in order to
create just such a world.

The Nature of Mitzvas Heseibah
by Akiva Finkelstein (Cooper ‘19)

We are all familiar with the practice of reclining on our left
side during the Seder in an expression of cheirus, or freedom.
Through this reclining we dine like kings to truly celebrate our
freedom from the servitude of Mitzrayim. But what exactly is
the nature of this mitzvah?
The Gemara in Pesachim 108a brings down a machlokes
about which of the four cups require reclining while drinking
them. One opinion says that one must only recline for the first
two cups, and the other opinion says that it is the last two cups
that require reclining. The Gemara goes back and forth between
each side, eventually concluding that we should recline for all
four cups to fulfill both opinions.
On this Gemara, Tosfos is unsure if one would have to
drink the four cups again if they failed to recline while drinking
them. The Rosh in Siman 20, however, paskens that one should
in fact repeat the drinking of the four cups if they neglected to
recline while drinking. The Brisker Rav (Hilchos Chametz
U’matzah 7:7) explains that according to both Tosfos and the
Rosh, the mitzvah of heseibah, or reclining, is not an
independent mitzvah, but rather a halacha in the mitzvos of
eating matzah and drinking four cups of wine. In other words,
the requirement to recline is a requirement in how the mitzvos of
Arbah Kosos and Achilas Matzah should be fulfilled, but a not a
mitzvah in its own right.
From the Rambam, however, it would seem that the nature
of heseibah is quite different.
The Rambam in Hilchos
Chametz U’matzah 7:7-8 says that on Pesach night, one must
recline in the manner of freedom while eating matzah and
drinking the four cups of wine. During the rest of the meal, says
the Rambam, if one reclines it is praiseworthy, but there is no
requirement. From the fact that the Rambam says that one
should recline during the rest of Seder, and not just during the
Arbah Kosos and eating of the matzah, the Brisker Rav argues
that according to the Rambam the mitzvah of heseibah is a
separate mitzvah, independent of the mitzvos of matzah and
Arbah Kosos. This fits well with the context of these halachos as
well, as the halacha that preceded this stated the requirement to
view ourselves as if we left Egypt and we ourselves have just
been freed. The Rambam, in our halacha, begins with,
“Therefore, when one feasts on this night, he must eat and drink

in the manner of freedom.” We can clearly see that the Rambam
is viewing the reclining as its own halacha, which enables us to
truly re-experience the Pesach story and feel as if we ourselves
were freed.
Rav Joseph B. Soloveitchik, as explained in Harerei Kedem,
brings a proof to the Rambam’s view of heseibah. In the last
stanza of Mah Nishtanah, it says, “On all other nights we eat
sitting up or reclining, and on this night we only recline?” If
reclining was just a halacha in the mitzvos of matzah and the four
cups, and not its own separate mitzvah, why would it be singled
out as something we only do on Pesach night? We already
pointed out in Mah Nishtanah that this night is different in that
we eat matzah, which is what heseibah is part of, according to
Tosfos and the Rosh. Thus, we see from here that heseibah is
separate from matzah and Arbah Kosos, in accordance with the
view of the Rambam.
In the Rambam’s view of the nature of heseibah, it is
something that transforms not only the eating of the matzah, but
the entire meal and Seder into a meal of freedom. It creates an
atmosphere, a “derech cheirus” atmosphere, to borrow the
wording of the Rambam, that helps us not just tell the story of
Yetzias Mitzrayim, but completely re-experience it for ourselves.

Carrying Matzos:
From Slavery to Servitude
by Elad Jeselsohn (Maimonides ‘18)

The Torah describes the manner in which Bnei Yisrael left
Mitzrayim:
“V ayissa ha’am et b’tzeiko terem yechmatz
misharotam tzerurot besimlotam al shichmam,” “ The people
picked up their dough when it was not yet leavened, their
leftovers bound in their garments on their shoulders (Shemot
12:34).” The question bothering Rashi on this pasuk is: why did
Bnei Yisrael carry their matzot on their shoulders? After all, in
pasuk 38, the Torah tells us that Bnei Yisrael had many animals
that
could
have
carried
their
food
for
them.
To answer this question, Rashi (s.v. “Al Shichmam”) quotes
the midrash and says that even though Bnei Yisrael brought with
them many animals, the mitzvah was so beloved to Bnei Yisrael
that they carried the matzah on their own. After 210 years of back
-breaking slavery, Bnei Yisrael do not take a vacation; they carry
matzot on their backs. The purpose of Yetziat Mitzrayim was not
for Bnei Yisrael to be free from responsibility; the purpose was
“Ta’avdun et ha’elokim al hahar hazeh (Shemot 3:12)”—to serve
Hashem.
We find a very similar idea in the parsha immediately
following Yetziat Mitzrayim (Shemot 13:9) in which we are
commanded to wear tefillin. I heard once from Rabbi Gershon
Segal in the name of Rabbi Ahron Soloveichik that when Jews
wrap tefillin around their arms, they are symbolically binding
themselves to Hakadosh Baruch Hu. One of the first mitzvot that
Hashem commands us as we are becoming a free nation is the
mitzvah of tefillin. In other words, as we left the slavery of
Pharaoh, we entered into the servitude of Hashem.
In Mipninei Harav (page 360), Rav Yosef Dov Soloveitchik
is quoted as making this comment on what we say every year in
the Haggadah. At every Pesach seder we say the words, “A vadim
hayinu le’par’oh bemitzrayim,” “ we were slaves to Pharaoh in
Mitzrayim.” However, we do not say “A vdei par’oh hayinu,” “we
were slaves of Pharaoh.”
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In sharp contrast, in Hallel, we say “Hallelukah, halelu
Avdei Hashem halelu et sheim Hashem”; we refer to ourselves
as servants of Hashem, not as servants to Hashem. The reason
for this difference is that when we were in Mitzrayim, in our
core, we did not identify ourselves as slaves of Pharaoh; rather,
at that point in time, we were subjected to Pharaoh’s slavery.
However, when it comes to the service of Hashem, as Jews, in
our core, we identify as servants of Hashem. Our lives revolve
around our obligation to Hashem and His commandments; our
essence as Jews is that we serve Hashem.
Indeed, seemingly ironically, Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi
tells us in the Mishna in Pirkei Avot (6:2) “She’ein lecha ben
chorin ela mi she’oseik betalmud Torah” —that the only free
person is one who involves oneself in the learning of Torah. In
other words, only one who is a servant to Hashem is one who is
free. Similarly, every day in ma’ariv we say the words
“V ayotzei et amo Y israel mitocham lecheirut olam”—that
Hashem took His nation Israel from within them (the Mitzrim)
to eternal freedom. At first this may seem perplexing;
throughout history we Jews have been subject to be ruled under
many other nations, and in the worst of times, sometimes even
be enslaved. Perhaps, the answer is that receiving and keeping
the Torah and being ovdei Hashem is the most pure form of
cheirut, of freedom, which is what happened when Hashem took
us out of Mitzrayim. This idea of serving Hashem is so central
to our existence as Jews that on the gravestone of Rav Aharon
Lichtenstein zt”l only two words are written about him: “Oveid
Hashem” —“he served Hashem.”
Bnei Yisrael carrying the matzah on their shoulders should
be an inspiration for us in our lifelong endeavor of serving
Hashem.

A New Way Of Looking At
Sippur Yetzias Mitzrayim
by Effie Klein (Rambam Mesivta ‘18)

The Gemara in Sanhedrin (71a) says three things never
happened and will never happen. They are a ben sorer u’moreh
(a rebellious son), an ir hanidachas (idolatrous city), and a house
that gets afflicted with tzara’as. The Gemara says the reason for
these is “d’rush v’kabel s’char”—to expound upon them and get
reward. On a superficial level, this means the reward of Talmud
Torah. However, even if you may not expect it, we can take this
statement to mean reward for practicing other mitzvos.
To tackle the question, we first have to see if blind people
are in fact obligated in mitzvos. You may not think so based on
the opinion of Rabbi Yehuda, cited in Bava Kamma 87a. Rabbi
Yehuda’s claim is that since blind people are not liable in civil
court, they’re not obligated in mitzvos. His reasoning is found in
the pasuk (Devarim 6:1) which juxtaposes “mishpatim” (civil
court) to “mitzvos” and “chukim”. The hekesh teaches that one
who is not subject to one is not subject to the others. Therefore,
since a blind person is exempt in mishpatim, they are exempt in
mitzvos and chukim.
Assuming we pasken like Rabbi Yehuda, what happens if a
blind person does perform a mitzvah? Should he get rewarded
more so than one who is obligated? The Gemara in Kiddushin
(31a) says that Rav Yosef, who was blind, would throw a party
for the Rabbis because he wasn’t obligated in mitzvos, yet knew
he’d get more reward for doing them if the halacha was like

Rabbi Yehuda. However, Rabbi Chanina holds that “greater is
the commanded and performs [a mitzvah] than one who isn’t
commanded and performs.” In this case, Rav Yosef would throw
a party if the halacha isn’t like Rabbi Yehuda, for now he’d be
getting more reward because he’s obligated.
How is this relevant to Pesach? Rav Acha bar Yaakov, in
Pesachim 116b, holds that blind people are exempt from the
mitzvah of Sippur Yetzias Mitzrayim. His reasoning is a
gezeirah shava from Pesach to the ben sorer u’moreh. By
Pesach, the pasuk (Shemos 13:8) says: “ba’avur zeh asah
Hashem li b’tzeisi mi’mitzrayim” —“because of this (matzah and
marror) Hashem took us out of Egypt” . By the ben sorer
u’moreh, the pasuk (Devarim 21:20) says: “ beneinu zeh sorer
u’moreh”—“this son of ours is rebellious”. The aforementioned
Gemara in Sanhedrin learns that the “zeh” by the ben sorer
u’moreh comes to teach us that the parents must point to their
son. Therefore, they can’t be blind. Rav Acha bar Yaakov wants
to learn that the gezeirah shavah should also exempt blind
people from Sippur Yetzias Mitzrayim.
However, Mereimar related that in the houses of Rav
Sheshes and Rav Yosef (who were blind), they discharged
everyone of their obligation to read the haggadah. If they
weren’t obligated, how could they do so? The Gemara
(Berachos 20b) clearly states that only one who has an equal or
greater obligation than everyone else can discharge them of their
obligation. Rav Yosef and Rav Sheshes both held that since we
don’t have the Korban Pesach, all of the mitzvos of the Seder
are de’rabbanan, and therefore those who aren’t obligated
mi’de’oraisa are still able to discharge others of their
obligation.
Ultimately, the Gemara disproves the gezeirah shava of
“zeh”. By the ben sorer u’moreh, the Torah specifically said
“zeh” to teach the chiddush of blind people. Otherwise, it
could’ve said “hu”—he is our son. By Pesach, there’s no other
word to use, therefore the gezeirah shavah is invalid.
We say in the haggadah: “kol hamarbeh lisaper be’yetzias
Mitzrayim harei zeh meshubach”—“whoever expounds on the
story of Yetzias Mitzrayim is praiseworthy.” How, then, would
there be a reason to exempt blind people? If one who is
commanded gets reward for doing a mitzvah, as we saw earlier
from Kiddushin, why should we try to diminish the reward for
blind people? Perhaps that is the gadlus of Sippur Yetzias
Mitzrayim. While we have an obligation every day to remember
what happened in Egypt, the mitzvah takes on added
significance on the night of Pesach. While every day we just
mention it in Shema (and some people in the sheish zechiros),
we dedicate a whole night spending hours delving into the
depths of the amazing miracles performed. The mitzvah on the
Seder Night transcends the everyday principles of life. Although
we may have a limud that seems to exempt blind people, we see
from the Seder that Pesach is a time where G-d revealed Himself
to the world. On a day commemorating the transcendence of
everyday life, we do more than we do every day as well. The
fact that we’re using a limud to exempt blind people, and the
ultimate rejection of this limud, shows how the mitzvah is
different on this night. B’ezras Hashem, our Sedarim shall be so
spiritually uplifting that they transcend the physicality of this
world, and we should be zocheh to have the next Seder together,
in Yerushalayim, with the Korban Pesach. Chag Sameach!
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